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Kessler: High Summer

High Summer
, Our lives are not renewable, yet we seek extinctions.

The efiort needed to subdue and suppress that wise
fear, that monstrous tenacity of nature in us which
protects us from oursdvesl What do we hope to
discover in these rare catastrophes? Further cycles
of growth, perhaps even to achieve the new capacities . . .
Is that why, though I'd promised nothing, I betrayed

you? Everywhere. In everything. As we ate and slept.
Even before our long spring began when the sun came
back with fresh light and winds out of the south
breathed upon the black sodden valley, recreating
grass and the blossoms as if from memory. It was
~ food. We were promiscuous as bees. Yet I was
always alone, aspiring toward my own fulfillment.
In our common acts of love most of all. And you?

(

/

Leaves drooping coated with red dust. Confused by
the humid glare of an overcast afternoon sky, the
Wild bees swarm irritably. The yellow hay has finally
stopped growing; waist-high it stands waiting the
mower. What was that long season of flowering but
time's metaphor? Errors ripen now, impersonal as
~ut joY87those accidents and brief coincidences
in which matter clings to matter like the touches of
/love. And the seeds s~ttering, somewhere to overcome
us: the same things returning, inexorably full of
themsdves. We should have known and expected it.
But how?
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Sitting by the road I watch the cars. Their passage
raises the clayey dust that chokes the leaves. We
have conquered this narrow strip of space in which
are born. But what are those blank impassive
faces the people riding wear? They pretend to hide
our secret: that we go everywhere and come to nothing,
that even in the necessary and lucky exchanges of
pollen which preserve the world yesterday robs us of
tomorrow.

an

So that we must destroy our lives because.life has
destroyed us. Burning ways random as our unknown,
equivocal desires through time, that abyss of silence.
Imagine it, through time I
I can spot where the bees-are at work in the hollow
trunk there finishing their graywalled, goldfilled
catacombs. The thinning coarsened foliage dries out,
stiffens, blackish-green. In expectation of the
suns of coming years, our cousins the living things
have increased th.emselves and multiplied. Now they
begin to halt: they will wait, without the vanity
of hope: they will survive their own ~eaths. But
we, driving driving, do not slow-although when we
~e gone, in a month, in a year, who can claim the
strange ~est of this incessant wintry assault on
ourselves?

-Jascha Kessler
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